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❖ Silicon wafer is usually made from silicon ingot. Czochralsky (CZ) process

is the most popular way to build the silicon ingot by growing the ingot

from molten silicon in a crucible.

❖ Single Crystal silicon ingot Growing (SCG) superconducting magnet is

one of the most important part of the system for CZ process.

❖Design method and cooling performance of prototype thermal siphon

system is investigated as a candidate of cost effective cooling system for

SCG magnet.

❖ A prototype thermal siphon system for the SCG magnet is designed,

and tested with various conditions.

The prototype system showed a stable cooling performance.

The entire cooling capacity of the coldhead is supplied to the system.

The temperature and the chamber pressure are remained stable under

0.75 W heat load condition.

Some unstable pressure increase is detected, which can be explained by

convection block model.

An advanced topology is suggested.

❖ Even though some modification is needed in the prototype system,

enough possibility of the thermal siphon system has been demonstrated

though the research.
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How to cool  
SCG magnet?

Design of the Prototype Thermal Siphon System

Conclusion

Schematic of Thermal Siphon System

❖ Thermal siphon cools a heat load by

circulating cryogen through cooling

channel(supply & return).

❖ The cryogen, helium, is filled through

access port to helium chamber.

❖ Liquid helium flows supply line and

takes heat away from heat load by

conduction of cooling channel.

❖Gas and liquid helium returns through

return line.

❖ The gas is liquefied by coldhead

through recondensing line.

❖ Thus, the cooling capacity of the

coldhead is spread to the system.
[Schematics of the thermal siphon system]

[Example of SCG magnet, 4,000 G class, horizontal field,

liquid helium recondensing type]

❖ Both of liquid helium and conduction cooling can

be used for cooling system of the SCG magnet.

❖ The liquid helium cooling system provides stable

and homogeneous cooling condition. However the

cost is expensive. (Initial cooling, training, ETC…)

❖ The conduction cooling provides cost effective

cooling but the performance heavily depends on

the size of magnet.

❖ Thermal siphon system may possible to catch

both of the merits in the liquid helium and the

conduction cooling system.

❖ Size of the prototype system is determined

by analyzing dynamics of helium inside the

system.
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[Inside system] [Outside system]

❖ Based on the result of analysis, a design of the prototype system is determined as TABLE I.

❖ Simulation shows a reasonable match for ΔPfriction in prototype and full scale system.

[Schematics of the thermal siphon system]

❖ The prototype system has been set for

experiment.

❖ [Coldhead]

➢RDK-415D, 1.5 W@4 K (2nd stage).

❖ [Heat load]

➢Cartridge heater, 36 Ω.

➢Molded into heating block, brazed to

the cooling channel.

❖ [Miscellaneous]

➢Pressure sensor at access port.

➢Cernox sensor for heating block.

➢Liquid helium level sensor in the

helium chamber.

➢Recondensing heater, 41.7 Ω at the

bottom of the helium chamber.

❖ Recondensing heater generates heat if the

chamber pressure becomes too low.

➢To prevent negative pressure

➢For system monitoring

❖ The 30 minute average heat input by

recondensing heater is 1.45 W.

➢Almost full of the coldhead cooling

capacity is transferred to the system.

❖ The temperature of heating block remained stable with external heat load.

❖ The chamber pressure is also stable under 0.75 W heat input.

❖ Stable cooling performance of the prototype system confirmed

❖Different helium levels (45 cm, 65 cm) showed no meaningful differences.

[Recondensing heater operation, 5 (min)]

[Overheat load experiment with 1 W input]

[Heat load and chamber pressure]

❖However, the chamber pressure is not

stabilized once the heat load exceeded

0.75 W.

❖ Continuous 1 W heat load is tested

➢The chamber pressure is increased

continuously.

➢The level of liquid helium is also

increased.

➢The remaining cooling capacity is

used for liquefying helium instead

stabilizing the system. [WHY?]

❖Convection block model

➢There is a virtual border line

between cold and warm region.

➢ If too much cold gas is stacked and

the border line gets higher than the

exit of recondensing line, the gas

convection will be stopped.

➢Topological change may be a

possible solution for eliminating the

convection block.
[Convection block]

[Example of different 

topology concept]

Heat 

Exchanger
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